Although every classification in the Latin script type is concerned with either a period, forms, or shapes of letterforms
ON/OFF NATIONAL TYPE ROMAN BIRICKAI Fig. 1 (p. 34) : William Caslon's Type Specimen Sheet (Facsimile) , Mergenthaler Linotype Company, New York, 1923 . The specimen includes Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Armenian, Arabic, Samaritan or Syrian scripts. 10.2478/v10284-012-0008-9 CRIS Bulletin 2012/03
The importance of any type, not only in its forms and shapes, but also in the ability and necessity to convey a message to a viewer is more intense and profound than it was before. Is it possible to link typefaces to nations and cultures undoubtedly at all? Was it possible to connect them to any written language in history? Were the milestones in design history the factors influencing it? What are those factors which inevitably need to be present to show national features of a typeface?
Looking back in history, we can assume that any written form of a language functioned mainly for the communication purpose. The cuneiform from 2100 B.C. was written on a tablet (Fig. 5 ) using a wedge-shaped form. When we compare two dominating but different nations later in history, Greek (Fig. 7) and Roman ( Fig. 6 ), the stones of the written text reveal similarities of the two scripts. Even connections to the cuneiform are partially visible. Especially the stone carving was done with similar features of creating serifs. This method of creating letterforms was predominantly responsible for having similar features in the written form despite two different scripts and nations. The milestones in design history were those that determined the direction and later the variety of shapes and forms used for different purposes besides communication and writing down the content. In Gutenberg's time around 1450, when the invention of movable type saw the light in Europe, not only in Germany but worldwide, this invention enabled type to be widespread and to be designed in other shapes and forms than it was done previously by hand. German blackletter, which was used in Gutenberg's bible (Fig. 9) , plays an important role in conjunction with a German potential national type. However, it was not the purpose to create it to be seen as national. The way in which scribes used their quill was a method of putting ink on a piece of writable material and not the way how to express Germanness. At this time, the body type was the prevalent one and definitely not indicating the national feel. The other important type in that period was the Roman type primarily connected to Italy. The same message and content expressed by different typefaces open new angles of perception, a view and eventually the understanding of the message. This is the power and capability of typefaces covered and hidden in every single letterform. Was Francesco Griffo concerned with the actual feel while creating the first italic typeface (Fig. 8) ? He might have been preoccupied with the aesthetics, proportions, and the form of letters, but it is doubtful he did mean it to be Italian-expressing the nature, land or nation-possibly encrypted in his glyphs.
If the country of the type's origin would be the factor determining the perception of typefaces to be seen as national, these days we would probably have thousands of national fonts, but with no national feel. However, in the 15th century this kind of perception might have been working fine and be acceptable, because there were only couple of different typefaces around. Thus, for example, those typefaces created in Italy could have been meant to be Italian, those in France French, those in Germany German, those is the Netherlands Dutch, and so on. 
MILESTONES OF TYPE IMPORTANCE
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The next milestone was paramount for letting type to be seen and perceived everywhere by everyone as well as designed and used in an unprecedented way. It was the industrial revolution in 1880s. It was the era when presses, wood type, lithography, and first sans-serif typefaces appeared and eventually Mergenthaller's invention enabled type to be set faster than ever before (Fig. 11) . That was the time when hundreds of new specimen (Fig. 10 ) emerged and the purpose of usage changed dramatically, allowing type to be in bigger size or as a display type. Especially, moving from only a body type to a display type with various forms along with attributes, gave typefaces certain feel. One of the attributes expressed by a display type might have been nationality and the emotions or feelings encrypted in those various letterforms. But was it really done that way? What is more than certain is the fact that Europe, which was biased to Latin scripts, began to produce specimen ( Fig. 12 ) of Eastern civilisations' scripts including Cyrillic, Arabic, or Hebrew. This was an inevitable precondition for creating Latin scripts transforming glyphs from non-Latin scripts with a national feel. The 20th century is, however, the key turn in recognising type with national features. Types, H. W. Caslon & Company Limited, London, 1862 . Fig. 11 (bottom): 75 Jahre, printing & communication in Leipzig, Germany, 1894 . Fig. 12 (right page): Specimen of Printing Types, William Caslon, London, 1785 and floral decorations.
During the 20th century, among that immense number of different typefaces, some start to show national features. A first glimpse could be seen in the poster of the Beggarstaff Brothers ( Fig. 13 ) which shows a Latin font reminding Asia. But it is only the last milestone-the digitalisation-and the era of computers, which allowed to design fonts, especially display fonts, with the intention to be national. However, this attitude is only present in transforming non-Latin scripts into the Latin script. Rudolf Koch's Neuland typeface (Figs. 14-16), which Meggs (2006, p. 185) described as unexpected new design, was created in 1922-23 and is connected to his medieval manuscript admiration. The Lithos typeface (Fig. 17) was designed by Carol Twombly in 1989 and was inspired by ancient Greek inscriptions on temples. However, none of these typefaces are used primarily for expressing and visualising Greek or German culture, but for rather uncultivated, even primitive, African culture creating stereotypes or clichés. Once typefaces designed and used over a substantially long period of time might create the associations with nations through marketing. Subsequently, the repetition and reproduction all over the world is capable of establishing those necessary visual connotations. However, the visual stimulus must be strong and repeated enough to create the bridge.
The most important seems to be a division of typefaces according to the scripts they are formed with, the Latin and non-Latin. Some contemporary foundries call other than Latin as "Orientales". According to Bilak (2008) these terms have more or less colonial overtones, which would suggest the idea of "the other". This way, as he adds, only typography continues to be biased towards western civilisation shamelessly. For focusing on a national type the Latin and non-Latin groups is crucial to show the origin of typefaces and their potential transformation from the non-Latin to the Latin version. Chinatown, Beggarstaff Brothers, variant of Mandarin script, 1899 . Fig. 14 (top left): Madagasgar Escape 2 Africa, Dreamworks, "Escape", "Africa" words set in Neuland typeface, 2008 . Fig. 15 (p. 41): Rudolf Koch, Specimen of Neuland, 1922 film, 1940 . Fig. 19 (middle): Die Hebräische Schrift, H. Berthold AG, Berlin, Leipzig, Stuttgart, Vienna, Riga, 1924 . Fig. 20 (right): Die Hebräische Schrift, H. Berthold AG, Berlin, Leipzig, Stuttgart, Vienna, Riga, 1924 .
NON-LATIN SCRIPTS
These days, non-Latin alphabets, as for instance Hebrew (Figure 19, 20) and their scripts with all characters, are highly prone to be mimicked, imitated, or faked to have a look of the Latin type. Quite often these fonts are called fake or pseudo, which could suggest the fact they are not real. The more accurate expression for them would be "transformed" referring to their ability to transform the emotional aspect of the original language and form. Among the most frequently transformed scripts are Cyrillic, Arabic, Chinese, Vietnamese, Japanese, Korean, Greek, Hebrew, Indian, Thai or Bengali. Chinese, Vietnamese, Japanese and Korean are quite often referred as "Asian" scripts. Adding typical or characteristic features or glyphs that simply evoke the feeling as though they were written in that particular language create the glyphs of the Latin version of these fonts usually. However, they usually do not have anything in common with original script writing techniques, as for example, the Chinese calligraphy. These fonts, mainly display typefaces, are in most cases created as free fonts and not by type designers or foundries, which is why their proportional and aesthetic criteria are questionable. However, the purpose of creating these fonts resides in the emotional aspect and ability to transform the feeling, not in the proper form or technique. Transformed fonts with a national resemblance are often used for marketing and promotional purposes, tourism, propaganda, parody, or inability to read the original script.
GREEK SCRIPT
It is quite surprising how easily the letterfoms could be substituted, however, not all transformed Greek fonts (Fig. 22) use the same method. Some transformed Greek fonts use shapes of letterforms, which are dominated by diagonal strokes instead of having curves. The Greek script has curves in beta, theta, omicron, rho, phi, omega and partially psi considering uppercase glyphs, which are mainly transformed. Lowercase letters seem to be too distinct for the transformation. The trick to fool the viewers mind can be done with Greek alphabet quite easily. Two E letters in the word Greek could be substituted with sigma ( Fig. 24 ) and the feel of the word becomes Greek, even if the sigma represents completely different sound in Greek. A slight change of letterforms can provide the illusion of nationality and in fact the uppercase Es still retain their shape. The word Greek is entirely legible, even without knowing the Greek script. American university campuses often use Greek alphabet for their sororities and fraternities; however, they are used in an appropriate form. For people not knowing the Greek alphabet, it might be quite difficult to read such letters as phi, gamma, or sigma. 
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HINDI SCRIPTS
Transformed Hindi fonts rely on one main feature carried over from the original Hindi scripts (Fig. 25 ). There is a dominant horizontal cross stroke, which is present across all letterforms. When letters are set and placed one after another these cross strokes in each letter create a visually very strong horizontal line appearing where an imaginary x-height line would be. The overall contrast is quite low, the stress is oblique and the tone is quite dark due to the close placement of letters. There is a feel of calligraphy present. The look of transformed Samarkan (Fig. 26 ) Hindi font is truly Indian; however, there are more variations of transformed Hindi.
CHINESE (ASIAN) SCRIPTS
Asian languages and their scripts have a wide range of forms, which results from the fact that there are quite a lot of different languages even within one country and all these nations and ethnic groups use different kinds of scripts. For western civilisation it is easier to call them Asian in order not to differentiate among so many various scripts. These fonts have nothing in common with, for example, Chinese calligraphy (Fig. 27 ). They rather imitate Chinese inventions such as chop sticks or Asian cultural prides such as pagodas or even natural resources such as bamboo trees. (Fig. 28 and 29) Locally these fonts were give special names. In America with strong Asian communities they are known as "Chop Suey" fonts because they could be found on many Asian restaurants (Fig. 30 ). According to Shaw (2009) "Chop Suey" became famous in connection with San Francisco's China Town. Shaw also added, "it was Chinese-American restaurateurs who were choosing the chop suey lettering (and serving the dish), conferring a bit of authenticity on two American inventions." It is apparent that these days the competition on market dictates different strategies and it is not an exception to see Asian lettering on different products or promotional materials. As China becomes stronger as a country in its production and influence on world's market this becomes more apparent. The average person cannot read or write Chinese, so obviously the Chinese use Latin script to be understood and for marketing purposes they might use typefaces that would immediately reflect their culture. 
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On the other hand, there are not only small sole traders or companies attempting to use this national type approach, but also big corporations. An example would be the Lidl company, which runs a chain of discount supermarkets all over Europe and belongs to a bigger corporation called Schwarz, which owns for example Kaufland. Lidl does not only create their campaigns on weekly basis according to a national culture product range such as "Mexican", "Asian", or "Greek" week ( Fig. 31 ), but they also have products with the logo (Fig. 32 ) created from transformed Asian lettering. In this case it is Vitasia, which is registered brand under Lidl company. Even if there was no pagoda as a background image on the logo, the type itself would suggest the place of the origin, not mentioning the word Asia incorporated in logotype. Vitasia definitely did not want to leave any doubts where their products come from supporting them with an image, name and typeface resembling Asia.
CYRILLIC SCRIPTS
The The typefaces, which show the transformation of Cyrillic scripts (Figs. 36 and 37) into Latin alphabet rely on letterforms, which can be read in Latin, but in Cyrillic have different pronunciation or meaning. When we take for example Latin "R" and we flip it horizontally we get Cyrillic "", which is read "ya", but still looks like "R". This apparently means that reading this kind of transformed script needs a bit more imagination, although a viewer is familiar with the form. Rust & Co., Vienna, 1887. Fig. 35 (top right, p. 47) : Schriftproben, Schriftgiesserei und mechanische Werkstätte J. H. Rust & Co., Vienna, 1887. Fig. 36 (center, p. 47) : Kremlin Alexander, free font resembling the Cyrillic script. Fig. 37 (bottom, p. 47) : Soviet, free font resembling the Cyrillic script.
ARABIC SCRIPT
It is quite difficult to imitate Arabic scripts (Figs. 38 and 40) because of the curves and strokes of the original script and the direction of writing from left to right, which are not used in the Latin script. Nevertheless, there are couple of fonts able to transform the form of the Arabic script and the feel of such font is quite comparable to the official script. The main methodology of creating fonts with the Arabic resemblance ( Fig. 39 ) is in placing a substantial amount of dots, which are not meant to be used as diacritical marks, above or below the letterforms, wider shapes and also imitating a handwritten feel and look. Stempel, Frankfurt, Leipzig, Vienna, Budapest, 1922. Fig. 39 (top) :Pseudo Saudi, free font resembling the Arabic script.
While non-Latin scripts (Figs. 41 and 42) are driven by transformation of letters or sounds to resemble the look of the original script enabling them to be written in Latin script, the Latin alphabets cannot imitate the feel by transformation-it has to be already present in the form. The variations of forms in Latin scripts are so elaborate that identifying a Roman script or simple giving it a label "national" seems to be more difficult than it might appear at first sight. Apparently, a simple substitution of glyphs used in languages is not possible, particular Latin font has to bear national features in the form. It also has to convey the meaning and to show the ability evoking a national feel and look via attributes covered or hidden behind shapes of individual letterforms. The variety of opinions on the national feel could start to increase when larger countries or nations are investigated and willing to express their nationality via type. In other cases the typefaces are given a status of being national despite the fact that the initial intention of designing them had absolutely no connection to nationality. The question resides in a point whether typefaces can be marked as national and whether they were created and designed with this attribute. On the contrary, whether they were given this status after the constant use, the perception of viewers or a famous era they were mainly used in, is fundamental. The confusion might start when we would like to mark some fonts as "American", "Italian", "French", "Mexican", "Egyptian", "German", or otherwise.
Once the characteristics of a nation are followed while designing a typeface it should be possible to give glyphs features evoking feelings of a nation. However, whether they would be perceived only by members of that nation or by a wider audience, would really be a matter of a worldwide recognition. The usage of typeface and its inevitable displaying should be one of the most important factors when linking the typeface to a nation or a nationality. Is Garamond typeface able to reflect the French? Or is Bodoni typeface (Fig. 43 ) able to express Italians and their temperament, skills, and nature? None of Latin origin typefaces appear to be designed for reflecting nationalities. Once the typeface was designed according to general or specific rules of aesthetics, balance, mathematics, or geometry, the irrelevance of the place, person and country would only confirm the fact of having typefaces created with similar feel regardless of nationality. Following this assumption suggests that viewing typefaces as national or giving them national features must have been the result of long-term process mainly viewed and credited only in the modern world. Fig. 41: Spécimens des Caractéres, Imprimerie A. Enani, Cairo, 1910 . Fig. 42: Schriftprobe, Karl Brendler & Söhne, Vienna, 1912 .
LATIN SCRIPTS
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Heller (2004) pointed out that the Nazis had the most successful national "identity" and a visual propaganda ever designed. It is not a coincidence that they had chosen German blackletter (Figs. 44-52) or German "Fraktur" as it was called as the typeface representing and resembling their nation. It can be found on almost all pre-war and war posters, newspapers and even in books. (Fig. 45 ) When we look at German blackletter, we could see precision, a tradition, a skill and solidness-the virtues that could describe a German nation or their products. Even the proximity of letters, which are closer to each other, would suggest the compactness and coherence of a German nation. According to Shaw and Bain (1998, p. 17) there was no Roman type designed as successful as Fraktur despite the fact that a lot of experiments were done in the 20th century.
The beginning of the 20th century, just after the boom of printing and during the flourishing time of hundreds of new typefaces occurring in foundries, Germans were still designing their versions of blackletter. There are numerous variations with different names, however, in many cases when a typeface included a word German in their name, it was blackletter. They usually called them "Deutsche", "Neue Deutsche", or "Germania" and this way the name of the typeface reflects the nationality. When Europe was surrounded and clothed in Art Nouveau with its graceful, seductive and warm shapes, Germans were able to accompany this gracefulness with their blackletter as we can see in the calendar (Fig. 52 ).
Despite the fact that blackletter itself is the type with a questionable readability and overall poor legibility, it is very nicely and skilfully drawn and once accustomed to it, as Germans over centuries were indeed, it becomes less difficult to read. This is why Germans also used blackletter in book prose. Would German blackletter guarantee a true Germanness when used on labels, logotypes or posters? It definitely shows part of their history, traditions, precision and skilfulness; and in most cases the link would certainly find its way to Germany. 
Although diacritics and their usage might show nationality, is not achieved by the feel of the script, but simply by adding diacritical marks above or below some characters. Fonts these days contain a large number of diacritics. Some of these diacritical marks such as acute, caron or diaeresis are very common in languages, even English uses them when foreign words appear in the text. There are certain diacritics, which are not so common, but still used more languages as for example "ogonek" (Fig. 53) , a little tail, which is used in Polish, Kashubian, Lithuanian, and in Native American languages. Regardless of usage and appearance in the text, the viewer or reader does not have to be familiar with all these diacritical marks thus not able to accommodate them with the nation. Because of huge variety and elaborate appearance of diacritics in Latin script, it is quite difficult to associate them with a certain nation. Even if we do not know the language, do not speak or write in it, according to particular diacritical marks we might be able to be directed to one of Latin scripts used by some nation.
Expressing national consciousness or behaviour applies to a form of marketing, which does not involve products or companies, but rather countries, their leaderships or movements via political or other parties. It is propaganda-naturally hidden marketing point of view or rather only a view of thoughts and beliefs based on impact, urge, pressure and brainwash. Nonetheless, type excluding the importance of content would depend on the form and shape used for propaganda materials. The Soviet Union, Germany or the United States behaved according to propaganda principles during "wars" on the highest level.
The highest presence of propaganda is evident before and during war times and was enormously used around two world wars in the 20th century. Type in propaganda played as important role as the imagery or the content itself. The national type or the type showing national features reinforced the idea. The German identity, as mentioned before, was highly dependant on their German blackletter. 
DIACRITICS AS A NATIONAL INDICATOR
PROPAGANDA TYPE
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Although England, France or the United States were not so preoccupied by type as their identity a small traces of carefully chosen typefaces with strict origin of their country was outlined in some of the posters as for example Gill sans used in the British poster Mothers (Fig. 54) . The feel was also important and with the ability to address the message, yet identifying some of the war posters (Figs. 54 and 55 ) by national type, could have been the intention of designers. In case of the Russian Propaganda, it is quite common to see a parody (Fig. 56 ) or a poster, in which it is difficult to say whether it is supposed to be a parody or a legitimate, serious and credible poster. To demonstrate this situation I designed a possible communist propaganda poster (Fig. 58) .
A small experiment with type on imaginative propaganda posters (Fig. 57 ) was executed to show the power of targeting via type. Four different nations have been chosen to represent the countries, in which the propaganda could be spread. The colours, images, and the background are purposefully let the same in order to dissolve the importance of other elements except type. Furthermore, all countries have a flag with same colours, so the only difference is in type used. 
Marketing happens on more levels-from small street corner shops or shop windows and signage (Fig.  59 ) to huge corporation marketing campaigns trying to target a specific audience as well as specifying promoted products or services. One of the ways to advertise or promote anything is via a nice imagery. However, typography is as important as the image. It not only supports images, but it can evoke the feeling of the country and subsequently its traditions, which might be hidden in letterforms of a transformed non-Latin script and also in some Latin scripts. Transformation is possibly done for western civilisations' sake, for those who do not speak oriental languages. Apparently, any kind of the Latin script can be chosen for this purpose, but in certain cases it is more than desirable to pick the one, which is written in one of transformed scripts (Figs. 31 and 32) . In this case, this very specific targeting immediately evokes the feel of the nation and subsequently its features or characteristics.
Viewers because of constant use made products or companies, which became recognised outside the country's border, recognisable and perceivable in different media. Such a company with long tradition and history is Coca-Cola. The logo of the company has not changed much since the end of the 19th century and became one of American icons. In this sense the script font used for letterforms Coca-Cola could be subconsciously connected to the United States and the American nation. It is not its attribute or role to be national, nor a mission to evoke Americanism, nationalism or patriotism. It has simply grown into this status and wide recognition has made our brains to look for links. It is true that not everybody should be aware of the product, but because of its long history and globalisation it is highly probable to be widely recognised and eventually associated with the United States. Any product with similar font might be able to evoke a feeling of being American. Although not meant to be strictly national, it is a secondary accompanying phenomenon being able to show the place of origin via type.
As an example of viewers' perception, for illustrative purpose, two brands' logotypes along with its type could have been changed to see the impact and importance of the form used in fonts. The interchange (Fig. 62) of the script used for Coca-Cola wordmark with the blackletter used for Jägermeister could serve as a visual demonstration of the font expressiveness and a fair national indicator. If not directly determining the country of origin or the nationality, a viewer might see and feel a definite difference not only in the look and the whole visual appearance, but almost the change in the taste. Coca-cola written purely in the blackletter is quite capable of suggesting a stronger alcoholic drink and not a soft drink. The same might be applied to lettering on bottles of Jägermeister, but in reverse. Paradoxically, famous trademarks or brands with long history become localised to be closer to a nation or the country they are distributed in. This leads to either transformation of their brand names into different scripts or using the same font in a different language (Fig. 60) . Another option is, if a brand feels to be strong enough in its recognition, completely leaving out typography and thus relying solely on the provided image (Fig. 61) . 
GLOBALISATION OF TYPE
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As the adjectives could suggest, the larger the country or the nation, the more designers and foundries work are there, and therefore more typefaces can be designed. Not only a large variety of ethnical groups could be located in larger countries, but also any groups possibly willing to represent themselves by a certain font. Could these fonts mirror the behaviour, character, merit or even multiculturalism of the groups living in a huge society? American football and its connection to universities introduce an archetype of manliness, masculinity, strength, endurance, and a certain degree of aggression. Is it a coincidence that fonts used by these groups show these features? A majority of football teams at Universities and the national league use either slab serif fonts or so typical geometric sans-serif faces with diagonal cuts instead of curved shapes, usually in bold or heavy weights. Having sharp edges and only straight lines instead of curved lines suggest the aggression but also determination and purposefulness. When "football" word is placed in the search engine of "Fontshop.com", the results of the search show typeface family ITC Machine Western (Fig. 63) . The fonts help to express the attitude; in fact, they could scare the opponent and show who is stronger. Would choosing this kind of font show Americanism and or the American nation? As far as we regard a sample group within a nation as a part of the society they are live in with certain patriotic and national feel, using this kind of font should indeed create connotations and a bridge to the American culture in whatever situation. However, not only football and universities use these fonts, but also they are present in ice hockey, basketball and partially in baseball (Figs. 64 and 65). It seems to be that American team sports and especially contact sports try to visualise the features of their team and game by very same fonts. A jersey is a good place expressing and sending feelings to the audience. 
SMALL vs LARGE
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Apparently, this attitude is present not only in the United States, but can be found in other countries. An example would be the Netherlands, which in contrast to the United States is a small country, however, as Unger states, "Holland today has more type designers per capita than any other country in the world, a remarkable fact considering that there is now not one surviving Dutch type foundry" (cited in Bilak, 2004 ). It might not be a coincidence that the Dutch national soccer team play in jerseys (Fig. 66 ) with numbers reminding of the De Stijl movement (Fig. 67 ) from the beginning of 20th century and connected to the Netherlands. However, one might argue that these kinds of numbers are only a reflection of our modern digitalized era and reminiscent of numbers on digital devices. The Dutch went even further in utilising their designers and their strong national heritage in type design when the Dutch government decided to unify all their departments and ministries by one typeface. The new typeface should not have been more legible and space economic only due to a huge number of printed materials used in all departments, but according to Baumann (2008) it should be recognisable as the "government". If in this sense the government represents the nation the "Dutchness" can be reflected in type or at least carry on the national features. Particularly, in case of governments, choosing or commissioning an artist or a designer to produce a typeface reflecting the country's features might be questionable because the "Dutchness" does not have to be perceived by other nations, only by the Dutch. However, during the process of visualisation and displaying the typeface, which is in constant contact with foreigners, can such a typeface slowly be adopted and perceived as Dutch by other nationalities in future.
Comparable situations might have happened or happens in other countries, and the intentions to design a typeface being able not only to reflect the nation as a collection of features, but also their attitude and expressiveness in perception of viewers, can be desirable. This was the case in Czechoslovakia in the beginning of the 20th century when according to Bilak (2006) Menhart Roman (Fig. 68 ) was supposed to be a true Czech typeface in its expressiveness. At that time, this approach to type design was blessed, because before that period there was a strong German influence in the country. There is no doubt that smaller nations were forced to rely on something that was believed to be working and done with the utmost precision, the mastery of craft and long history of the usage. This was exactly the case of the blackletter type. Howsoever successful in constructing and designing new typefaces with the intention to be national, or at least carrying certain national features and attributes of a nation, a designer's typeface stood before a long journey of the constant usage and inclusion into designs of other artist being able to transfer those national intentions and characteristics into a trustworthy message reflecting them. 
The aim of this survey was to get the feedback on the ability to associate fonts with nationalities. The variety of fonts was presented in 17 questions (Fig. 69) comprising both transformed non-Latin and Latin fonts. The neutral sequence "Type by Nationality" offered the opportunity to find the connection to nations. All respondents were asked to fill in their nationality and the area they work or study in. There were 27 different nationalities answering the survey-Slovak, Czech, Bosnian, Vietnamese, Ukrainian, Malaysian, Hungarian, Portuguese, American, Ecuadorian, Russian, Uzbekistani, Circassian, Croatian, Swiss, French, British, Mexican, Chechen, Latvian, Armenian, Canadian, Iranian, Moldovan, Serbian, German, and Slovenian. 60% of respondents were from a country where Latin script is used primarily and 40% were from non-Latin script using countries. Paradoxically, nationalities using non-Latin scripts in their country can write and read Latin scripts, but it is not true in reverse. The gathered information was very valuable for drawing the results globally and according to nationalities or respondents' working/studying area. The choices for choosing the national look were described as American, Italian, Greek, French, Russian, Dutch, Czech, English, African, Asian, Hebrew, Arabic, German, Swiss, Indian, Mexican, Egyptian, or none/other. Three categories of respondents were chosen to reflect their perception of typography and graphic design history. Designers or people working in media were in contrast with IT personnel, who work with typography and fonts but not necessarily know their origin, and with people from any other areas.
The global results (Fig. 70) 
position of Asian corporations operating globally in the world, as well as spreading of Asian people integrating in other countries' societies, creating strong ethnic groups results in reliable recognition of transformed Chinese, Vietnamese or Korean. The trend of using these transformed Asian fonts is increased in marketing (see Figs. 31 and 32) , which also helps to link and recognise these fonts despite the fact of not showing an exact representation of the original script. In fact, Asian people to resemble their country often create these fonts. Transformed Arabic, Indian, and Cyrillic scripts were also very well recognised by the respondents, however, the chosen transformed Cyrillic font was also marked as Greek. There are more variations of the transformed Cyrillic and Greek scripts which might be difficult for people to recognise as Russian or Greek. On the other hand, the transformed Greek script was also felt as Egyptian or Mexican.
Interesting partial findings were seen in three groups of respondents divided by their work or field of study. The most visible difference was in the perception and the feel of fonts. Respondents from non-design areas were more prone to choose the option, which either reminded them other nationalities as those listed or none of them. Alternatively, fonts could have been chosen and felt as neutral, expressing no national feel. This only indicates that for majority of people it was really complicated to pick and link any of the available options. It also leads to a fact that although the emotions and feelings coming from typefaces are perceptible, the national feel is so sophisticated, comprising more than one emotion, that it is hard to feel nationality in general. 
What is national for one person does not have to be for the other one.
The fact that nationality might be felt and recognised by members of the nation more reliably is evident. This is applicable for Latin scripts and even more for non-Latin scripts transformed into the Latin version. Asian, Arabic, and Cyrillic transformed fonts were the most successful and reached the highest percentage (Fig. 72) . 
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Designers, artists, or people working in media were less "none/other" oriented in their answers; they tend to link the fonts according to their feel or even knowledge. The results of transformed Asian, Arabic, Cyrillic, and Hebrew were very close to the results of other groups, which means that these "exotic" scripts, even transformed into the Latin form, are easier to connect to a nation than any of the Latin scripts. According to the strong German national identity presented throughout centuries and especially during world war times in the 20th century, when German Fraktur (blackletter) was used almost everywhere, the expectation was to feel this kind of font as truly German. However, as the survey revealed (Fig. 71) , the answers were not as single-valued. Although one third of respondents felt it as German, an English feel was chosen quite often as well and was placed as second. This might be because the occurrence of blackletter in British Isles, the United States and partially in other countries, but never in such extent as in Germany. The blackletter is still quite popular nowadays in the publishing, especially in newspapers with long tradition and history such as The New York Times (Fig. 74) , The Washington Post, Chicago Tribune, The Daily Telegraph (Fig. 75) , Daily Mail, Le Monde, and many others. The lowest number of respondents was from the IT group, but the answers were also very important for strengthening the overall results (Fig. 73 ) from previous two groups. Although the IT area uses fonts quite a lot, whether in a web territory, applications, on displays of various devices or in the software development, they felt non-Latin scripts almost identically as other groups. The highest percentage was achieved by the transformed Asian script, which only mirrored the results from previous groups, followed by the transformed Arabic, Cyrillic, and Indian scripts. The decision-making around Latin scripts was more hectic than guiding and there was no clear winner in this category of scripts. This fact suggests as well as confirms that the feel and look of the Latin script is extremely difficult to bridge to a certain nation or nationality.
The feel and look of the Latin script is extremely difficult to bridge to a certain nation or nationality
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When we walk down the streets, open newspapers, magazines, books and these days it is more about laptops, smart phones and all kinds of pads-it is there-though we might not notice it at first sight, but type which reflects or at least is trying to reflect the nationality, culture, or an ethnic group is present. Although the classification of typefaces does not mention nationality as a feature or characteristics, it does not exclude its existence with the possibility to use it. However, the major difference is whether the typeface was made and designed with the knowledge and intention to reflect the national spirit, attributes, feel and possibly the history, or the chain of events of the constant use on products or in printed materials created this status. Once it reached this status, it is not entirely clear whether everyone would be able to perceive it in that way.
So is there a safe choice when a designer or practically anyone could choose a font representing a nation and this way the viewers would perceive it reliably as national? The answer is quite prosaic-yes and no. But besides, would such a font help to visualise a product, a film, a company, a shop or a printed material better? The non-Latin scripts, which are made into the "transformed" Latin version are recognised by viewers in the world as national more than fonts in the Latin script supposed to carry the national feel. The significance of the look and feel is noticeable in displaying the name of the second-hand bookshop (Fig. 76) . Although okey-dokey is written phonetically, the intention and the message are clear. The typeface reminding 50s American cars or refrigerators (Fig. 77 ) must have been chosen purposefully to depict American vintage look. However, it is not certain that this kind of font would show the link to America for everyone. The globalisation of fonts and their use around the world guaranteed their wide recognition, but also redoubled the connotations. The only safe choice of the Latin script font would be its proprietary use for certain products or materials and not having the ability of using them anywhere else. In that case the font could slowly build the phenomenon of national linking. Or the other option, which is quite difficult these days, would be a dominant use of the font by a country as it was in case of Germany and the blackletter. That is why it is not a coincidence that from the Latin script just the blackletter has the highest chance to be recognised and connected to a nation.
Nationalism, patriotism, traditions, or inner beliefs can be implemented in type, but if present, they would only underline the fact of being able to evoke certain feelings in viewers and more importantly in the content with the "national" connotation. Any emotional aspect reflected in type might be perceived individually and since national feel is a collection of emotions it is quite difficult for readers or viewers to distinguish among those feelings as well as among nationalities dressed in some typeface. Since transformed non-Latin scripts are more or less imitations of shapes and forms and perhaps dominant cultural phenomena, it is their purpose to act as national. But in case of Latin scripts and a huge variety of different typefaces it is more complicated to find the link to their nationality. More prominent than elaborate reflection of nationality is in the ability to show a visage of medieval, western, romantic, or modern looks. Paradoxically, in the world of globalisation we live in, even if there would be clear fonts with national feel they will sooner or later, inevitably, might become international. 
